Transformation of the Structure of Self-Attitude in Early, Middle and Later Adulthood (on the Example of the Ukrainian Sample)
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Abstract: The study intends to trace the dynamics of self-esteem and changes in the structure of self-attitude at different stages of adult life, as well as identify signs of experiencing age-related crises. Self-attitude is considered a multidimensional formation, with its individual components, have different subjective significance in different periods of life. A cross-section was carried out in 507 subjects aged 25-65 years was carried out. Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale and Self-Attitude Study Methodology by Pantileev were used. Normative data for RSES obtained on a sample of adult Ukrainians (N=488) are presented for the first time. The average interval was 22.7±5.43 (with a measuring scale of 0 to 30 points), but the reference point for low self-esteem is different for men and women. Comparison of average results in groups belonging to periods of early, middle, and later adulthood showed that the attitude towards oneself with age becomes more emotionally expressive, concerning both positive and negative components. The indicators of self-blame and inner closeness grow along with the growth of the positive self-attitude (self-confidence, self-management, self-acceptance). The heterogeneous age dynamics of components of self-attitude, pronounced peaks, and dips in different periods are shown. Based on the clustering of empirical data, we described seven types of self-attitude in adulthood: illusory, confident, accepting, crisis, externally oriented, persistently negative, and inexpressive. Markers of experiencing crisis life periods are the ambivalence of self-attitude – the simultaneous manifestation of positive and negative components, which is regarded as a sign of instability. The obtained results demonstrate that there are potential opportunities for personal growth among cases of low self-esteem.
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INTRODUCTION

Self-attitude is one of the core features of an individual. Most of the life successes, social processes, and psychological problems of a person can be reduced to this concept or explained with it. One article cannot cover numerous theories on the nature and genesis of self-attitude, its conscious and unconscious components, situational dynamics, and role in human life. It is generally accepted today to understand self-attitude as a stable personal education — a generalized self-image integrated from particular self-esteem. The term "self-attitude" is a generic term in relation to the numerous components of self-concept, which has the prefix "self": self-feeling, self-esteem, self-efficacy, self-image, self-confidence, self-regard, self-acceptance, and others. Terminological uncertainty gives rise to discussions about the differentiation of the terms "self-esteem", "self-attitude", and "self-concept" [1].

In a one-dimensional approach, self-attitude is considered as an integrated experience of a person's own value, which is formed in a particular social environment and forms further relationships with the world (personal theories of reality): global self-esteem by [2], position "I'm OK" or "I'm not OK" by [3], love-worthy by [4], etc. In a multidimensional approach, self-attitude is presented as a hierarchical, internally structured system of particular components that reflect areas of personality manifestation and have different functions [5-10]. The traditional use of the "attitude" category implies cognitive, emotional, and behavioural components. Most often, self-attitude is understood as an emotional-value component of self-consciousness. It includes polymodal l-images (self-knowledge), as well as the emotions that they cause in the subject: for example, the physical and spiritual self, the real and ideal self [11], social looking-glass self [12], retrospective and prospective self [13], anti-self [6]. The stable position of an individual in relation to himself manifests both in external activity (social and subject activity) and intrapersonal processes.

Sardzhveladze [13] identified the most important functions of self-attitude: the "mirror" function (self-
reflection, which underlies self-knowledge and self-correction; self-expression and self-realization; maintaining internal stability and coherence of the self; self-regulation and self-control; as well as a psychological defence. The self-position ensures interaction with the social world and intra-communication of the “subjects” of the individual's internal life. Self-attitude determines the area of significance in the self-sphere, centers the inner space of an individual, thus forming the vector of its self-development and self-fulfilment [14]. A recent revision of the healthy personality model [15] has confirmed the importance of clear and stable self-view, high self-esteem, and self-sufficiency.

The attitude to one's personality is formed based on basic knowledge about oneself laid in childhood, accumulated emotional and cognitive experience (a reflection of successes and failures), social comparisons, cultural norms and ideals, assessments acquired in the process of joint activities with other people. In [16] was showed that it is better to consider self-esteem not as a result of life outcomes (welfare in a relationship, work, and health) but as their cause. Thanks to longitudinal studies, today a general idea has been formed on the dynamics of global self-esteem during life: high in childhood, falls in adolescence and pre-adult age, increases steadily in adulthood, reaches a peak at about 50 years, then decreases sharply and rapidly in old age [17]. Within this general trend, self-esteem is a stable feature: people with relatively high (or low) self-esteem at one stage in their life are likely to have relatively high (or low) self-esteem after decades [18, 19].

The above concepts are based on the ideas of self-attitude as a personality trait – that is, stable behaviour patterns repeated in different situations. Like other personality traits, self-esteem can change, consistently, while demonstrating continuity in time [20]. There are, however, attempts to conceptualize self-attitude as a state, then it is endowed with the properties of situatedness, dynamism, and reactivity. Pantileev [21] explained that the dynamism of the structure of self-attitude ensures its general stability: at different times, a particular modality can act as a nuclear disposition (for example, in a situation of success, self-esteem takes the lead in the hierarchy, while self-acceptance does in a situation of failure). This is not just a product of self-consciousness, but an important factor in determining human behaviour. The internal dynamics of self-consciousness governs the establishment of interpersonal relationships, setting and achieving goals, behaviour in situations of choice, ways of resolving crisis situations. In addition, this is an important aspect of the subject's adequate involvement in psychocorrectional and psychotherapeutic measures.

The stability or instability of self-esteem is considered today as an important characteristic of a person, indicating its psychological well-being [22, 23]. Convincing evidence has been accumulated that a targeted influence on self-esteem (for example, during therapy) has important life consequences. At the same time, experience has shown the ambiguity and limitations of predictive power: individual criteria of self-assessment are very specific in different people, and their effect on other psychological variables is also different [5, 24]. There are some studies refuting the widespread belief that high self-esteem determines the social adaptation and life success of an individual. According to [25], it is not self-esteem that affects life satisfaction, but a more general factor – an inclination to positive effect. The theoretical study of self-esteem and the practical application of this knowledge will most likely remain the main issue of psychology for many years to come.

The study of the dynamics of self-esteem (as a personality trait and as a state) in the adult period of life, which has long been considered a period of stability, is of particular interest. Today, no one doubts that the processes of self-determination and re-self-determination take place in adulthood. This led to the identification of three periods of adulthood (early, middle, and later), the transitions between which are marked by crisis stages and are difficult for many people [26]. The features of self-concept at these turning points determine the future life path.

This study intends to trace the dynamics of global self-esteem and structural components of self-attitude at different stages of adulthood, as well as to identify signs of crisis periods.

METHODOLOGY

Sample Description

The survey involved 507 respondents aged 24 to 65, of which 245 were men and 262 were women. According to the psychosocial approach [27], the sample covered the following stages: early adulthood from 24 to 34 years old (173 respondents), middle adulthood from 34 to 60 years old (253 respondents) and late adulthood (62 respondents over 60 years old).
The main feature of adulthood is the maximum realization of the individual's physiological, cognitive, social, professional, and spiritual potential.

Measurements

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES) [2] is the most commonly used measure of global self-esteem in scientific research as "the individual's positive and negative attitude toward the self as a totality". This refers to a general sense of self-respect, the value of self. The questionnaire contains 10 points; five of them are formulated positively ("I feel that I'm a person of worth, at least on an equal plane with others"; "I feel that I have a number of good qualities"; "I take a positive attitude toward myself"; "On the whole, I am satisfied with myself"), five more contain negative formulations: "All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure", "I feel I do not have much to be proud of" etc. (RSES text is available on the University of Maryland website and is approved for use in research). Respondents rate the proposed statements on a four-point Likert scale from the full agreement (3 points) to categorical disagreement (0 points); thus, the final score is measured on a scale from 0 to 30. The possibility of using scales of a different dimension, as well as the need to refer to the norms of specific populations to distinguish between high and low self-esteem is indicated [28]. Since the tool was developed, its high reliability and validity have been repeatedly tested and confirmed in various ethnic, age, and clinical groups [29, 30], large-scale cross-cultural comparisons of self-esteem were made [31]. RSES was translated into Russian by Stolin [6]. However, data on its standardization and verification of psychometric qualities are still not known. Our work partially fills this gap by providing normative data for a large sample of adults.

The multidimensional structural-functional approach was implemented using the Self-Attitude Study Questionnaire (SASQ) created by Pantileev [21] in 1989 based on the theory of Stolin [6], who considers self-attitude as an emotional-value aspect of the sense of self. This tool is one of the most popular in Russian-speaking countries, has proven convergent, discriminant validity, and sufficient reliability (the correlation coefficient is from 0.72 to 0.93 for various scales with a retest interval of 10-14 days) [21]. The questionnaire contains 110 questions with two possible answers: “agree” – “disagree”, aimed at assessing 9 scales that describe individual modalities of self-attitude.

1) The "Closedness" scale contains 11 items (for example: "I always show the same understanding of other people's problems as to my own ones"). In fact, this is a control "lie scale", which helps to identify and filter out cases when the respondent's answers are not dictated by reflection, but by a strong motivation for social approval. In addition, the measured property is related to the depth of self-consciousness, internal honesty, and self-criticism.

2) The "Self-Confidence" scale (14 items: "I am confident that you can rely on me in the most responsible matters" (+), "I am very hampered by a lack of energy, will and purposefulness" (−) reveals a sense of competence and strength of self, attitude to self as a confident, independent and reliable person who has something to respect himself for.

3) The "Self-Management" scale (12 items: "What happens to me is my own doing (+)", "I'm sure that I am in my place (+)", "I quite clearly imagine what waits for me ahead "+(+) reflects the subjective experience of controllability and predictability of self. A high score corresponds to the person's self-image as the primary source of his own activity, the ability to effectively manage both external circumstances and himself.

4) The "Reflected Self-Attitude" scale (11 items: "I think that all my friends treat me with sympathy" (+)); There is probably something in my personality that can cause acute hostility in others (−) describes the subjective perception of the existing relations, the person's idea that his personality and activity can cause respect, sympathy, approval, understanding in other people.

5) The "Self-Worth" scale (14 items: "You can say that I rate myself quite high" (+), "Myself does not seem to be something worthy of deep attention (−)"); "Sometimes I doubt is it possible to truly love me" (−) conveys a sense of self-worth, as well as perceived value to other people.

6) The "Self-Acceptance" scale (12 items: "Most often I approve my plans and actions", "Both my strengths and my weaknesses coexist quite peacefully in me," "I believe that sometimes it's not a sin to feel sorry for myself") allows evaluating the severity of feelings of sympathy
for the self, agreement with one's inner impulses, accepting the self as it is.

7) The “Self-Attachment” scale (11 items: “It seems to me that I have established enough as a person, and therefore I don’t spend much effort on becoming different in something” (+)) reveals a certain “conservative self-sufficiency”: difficulty in changing self-image and unwillingness to change.

8) The “Internal Proneness to Conflict” scale (15 items: “Sometimes I misunderstand myself” (+), “I often, but unsuccessfully, try to change something in myself” (+)) determines the existence of internal doubts, disagreement with the self due to general negative self-attitude. The author calls this factor the most powerful among all 9 components and notes its connection with depressive states, frustration, psychosomatic complaints, an expression of inferiority and other indicators of mental distress [21].

9) The “Self-Blame” scale (10 items: “When I try to evaluate myself, I primarily see my shortcomings” (+), “I often provoke a feeling of irritation in myself” (+), “To be honest, sometimes I’m very troublesome”+) describes the severity of negative emotions towards the self, increased attention to our own failures, shortcomings, and weaknesses.

Data Processing

“Raw” points on the scales were calculated and analysed. The reliability of the results was ensured using a control scale. A small number of respondents – 19 people, i.e., 3.7 % of the sample received high scores on the SASQ “Closedness” scale (10-11 points), which indicates a lack of reflection of ideas and feelings associated with the self-concept, as well as a tendency to give socially desirable answers. These cases were eliminated, but they took part in one stage of data processing – cluster analysis, where they formed a separate cluster.

Descriptive statistics tools (M±SD, Tests of Normality) were used to make sample test norms on the Rosenberg scale. A comparison of average indices in individual socio-demographic groups was carried out using Student's t-test for independent samples. By using the cluster analysis procedure, the sample was divided into groups differing in the level of self-esteem and the component structure of self-attitude. SPSS 19.0 was used for statistical data processing.

RESULTS

Among the results obtained, we note the RSES statistical standards, which were not known for the Ukrainian population until now. The adult sample data meets the criteria for normal distribution: statistics according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov criterion (Lilliefors Significance Correction) is 0.035 for Sig. = 0.193, the Shapiro-Wilk criterion is 0.995 for Sig. = 0.0123). The average level of self-esteem is measured in the interval from 17 to 28 – see Table 1.

Although there was no significant difference between the mean values of men and women (t = –0.765 at p = 0.444), the scatter of data in the subsamples significantly differs. Thus, the cut-off point of the low level of self-esteem is 16 points for men and 18 points for women (with a measuring scale from 0 to 30).

Comparison of the results of self-attitude in groups belonging to periods of early and middle adulthood showed an increase in the positiveness of self-attitude. The later adulthood sample is not representative enough, but it is important for tracking overall dynamics. Along with the growth of the positive aspects of self-esteem, the indicators of its negative components (self-blame) are also growing – see Table 2. In general, it can be stated that the individual’s attitude toward himself becomes more emotionally expressive.

By dividing the maturity stage into 7-year periods (Figure 1), we can see that the age dynamics of each component of self-attitude is rather heterogeneous.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics Based on the Results of the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale in the Ukrainian Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General sample</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>22.70</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>22.63</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>22.77</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Only indicators of self-confidence and self-attachment grow steadily and evenly. The former is due to the formation of competence and self-efficacy in connection with gaining life experience. The latter – with a regular increase in the rigidity of the self-concept and the unwillingness of a person to change even for the better, as evidenced by a sharp “leap” after 50 years. All other components of self-attitude have pronounced peaks and dips in different periods.

The curves in Figure 1 show the dynamics of self-attitude during adulthood, reflecting the regular stages of the life cycle. For example, some negativity of self-attitude (decline in experiencing self-management, self-
acceptance) and the peak of self-blame at 46–52 years can be explained by a normative crisis of the “middle age”. Awareness of the limited life resource after 60 years determines the satisfaction of what has already been achieved, which is reflected in a decreased self-management and increased self-acceptance.

It should be noted that the results obtained reflect not only the transformations of the self-concept in the process of age development but also the specifics of age cohorts – the general characteristics of people whose personality is formed in certain socio-cultural conditions that were influenced by the same historical events. Therefore, in particular, the sense of self-worth of young people is much higher than that of the older generation born in the USSR, whose individuality is formed under the conditions of subordination to collective interests. This generation (people over 50) is characterized by the most pronounced social approval.

By using cluster analysis (hierarchical clustering, Average Linkage Between Groups), seven relatively homogeneous groups representing types of self-relations in adulthood were identified in the general sample. Table 3 shows the most expressive distinguishing features of each cluster: high results are marked in bold, low results are underlined. Figure 2 gives an idea of the age composition of the clusters.

Cluster 1 represents subjects with super-high rates of social desirability (closedness of responses). They have pronounced positive self-esteem; however, these indicators are not reliable and rather indicate the severity of psychological defences, which makes the self-concept inadequate and rigid.

Clusters 2 and 3 combined respondents with fairly high rates of global self-esteem on the Rosenberg scale. Within this cluster branch, two subtypes with qualitative specifics can be differentiated: a) with a high level of self-worth, self-acceptance, and self-attachment (internally oriented components of self-esteem); b) with a high level of self-confidence, self-management and reflected self-attitude (externally-oriented components of self-esteem).

Table 3 shows that the means on the Rosenberg scale provide for different structural contents. Most of the sample showed moderate self-esteem (Cluster 7), which may be due to the inexpressiveness of emotional reactions in relation to themselves. In addition, a rather large proportion of respondents with an average positive overall self-esteem actually has an ambivalent self-attitude – a combination of simultaneously

| Table 3: Features of Self-Esteem in Different Clusters (Mean Group Indicators) |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                                | Cluster 1 | Cluster 2 | Cluster 3 | Cluster 4 | Cluster 5 | Cluster 6 | Cluster 7 | Mean sample indicator* |
| N                               | 46       | 58       | 88       | 36       | 42       | 97       | 140       |                  |
| % of the sample (N = 507)       | 9.1      | 11.4     | 17.4     | 7.1      | 8.3      | 19.1     | 27.6      |                  |
| Distinctive features:           |          |          |          |          |          |          |          |                  |
| Closedness (Lie Scale)          | 9.71     | 7.24     | 7.70     | 5.33     | 6.75     | 5.52     | 6.93      | 6.87            |
| Self-confidence                 | 10.64    | 7.22     | 8.94     | 7.48     | 6.10     | 8.37     | 8.16      | 8.12            |
| Self-management                 | 9.58     | 6.54     | 8.61     | 6.11     | 5.73     | 7.55     | 7.41      | 7.40            |
| Reflected self-attitude         | 9.05     | 6.80     | 7.89     | 7.15     | 5.74     | 7.66     | 7.27      | 7.34            |
| Self-worth                      | 10.33    | 10.30    | 9.08     | 9.81     | 7.00     | 7.94     | 8.80      | 8.82            |
| Self-acceptance                 | 9.85     | 9.79     | 8.52     | 8.56     | 5.94     | 7.67     | 8.39      | 8.17            |
| Self-attachment                 | 8.77     | 7.98     | 7.23     | 5.59     | 6.73     | 7.19     | 7.25      | 7.19            |
| Internal proneness to conflict  | 6.37     | 7.46     | 7.76     | 8.11     | 9.19     | 8.17     | 7.67      | 7.88            |
| Self-blame                      | 4.89     | 5.85     | 6.21     | 7.02     | 8.17     | 6.84     | 6.12      | 6.45            |
| Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale     | 26.4     | 24.9     | 24.5     | 23.2     | 17.1     | 21.3     | 22.7      | 22.70           |

Note: *when calculating the average indicator, the sample took into account the data of 488 respondents (with the exception of those who showed excessive social desirability in the answers).
expressed negative and positive feelings about themselves. Two unstable, ambivalent types combined by a high level of self-criticism were identified. Cluster 4 distinguishes by high self-worth and a strong desire to change. Representatives of Cluster 6 have a reduced level of self-worth; they are focused on the expectation of a positive or negative attitude of other people. At the same time, 8.3% of respondents (Cluster 5) demonstrate stable persistently negative self-attitude.

**DISCUSSION**

The data obtained expand the understanding of the factor structure of self-esteem that existed earlier. So, Pantileev [21] singled out three secondary meta factors in the structure of the questionnaire he created: self-respect, reflecting the assessment of the self in relation to social norms and values (Scales 1-4); autosympathy, expressing the individual's experiences of the self, an emotional feeling of attachment and disposition towards the self, not implying a comparison of the self with socially defined and individually acquired standards (Scales 5-7); self-abasement, representing the negative aspects of self-attitude (Scales 8 and 9). The latter factor can represent not only the real negative content of self-attitude but also a special kind of self-presentation aimed at the sympathy of others [21]. Earlier [32] was identified three types of self-attitude based on the clustering of the SASQ data: positive, negative, and conflict (ambivalent), which does not sufficiently reveal the qualitative identity of this mental phenomenon. Researchers in [33] laid the foundation for the typology of self-concept differentiation and self-concept clarity and found that older people are more likely to fall into a self-confident cluster, while young people are more likely to fall into a fragmented and tangled cluster. In the two-factor model, [9] presented self-esteem as a relationship between competence and worthiness; on this basis, in [34] were classified five types: positive, moderate, negative, self-centered, and success-centered.

The carried out work allowed us to detail the specific subtypes in the manifestations of positive and negative self-attitude, as well as externally and internally-centered self-esteem. Let us consider them in more detail in the context of previously known knowledge.

Cluster 1 was called "illusory-high self-esteem". Its main distinguishing characteristic is an extremely high level of social desirability combined with a pronounced rigidity of self-image. In this case, high self-esteem is, most likely, a consequence of low reflectivity, non-criticality in relation to yourself, as well as the manifestation of unconscious psychological defences aimed at avoiding internal conflict. Such a person expects a positive perception and attitude from other people and strives with all his might to demonstrate his well-being both to others and himself. The inclination to self-deception has deep psychological consequences and usually extends to many areas of human competence [35, 36]. He often positions himself as a highly spiritual, enlightened person, with possible...
manifestations of self-admiration. These cases of self-deception are especially important (and complex) in practical work.

Cluster 3 is also characterized by some social desirability, but it is adaptive in nature and does not interfere with "honest" relationships with the self. High self-esteem is formed in relation to the external environment and expresses an assessment of the self in the context of socially approved criteria. In other words, a sense of self-worth is closely linked to the self's value for other people. The characteristics of this cluster correspond to the notions of self-esteem as a social phenomenon – the result of a comparison of the real self and the reference ideas of a successful and effective individual embedded in an ideal self-image [2, 11]. This type is characterized by a rather pronounced tendency to self-change and self-development, the source of which is the challenges and requirements of the external environment, life situation. We called it "confidently-adaptive type". This type of self-esteem prevails in the early and middle stages of adulthood (up to 45 years).

For the "self-accepting type" (Cluster 2), the main characteristics are a sense of self-worth, self-acceptance, and self-understanding. The influence of social criteria of well-being and ideal self is reduced (compared to Cluster 2). Such people are quite aware of their shortcomings, failures, and weaknesses, but accept them as the reverse side of their merits and successes. The general attitude towards the self is positive, even a little self-contented. Self-acceptance is accompanied by some rigidity of the self-concept, unwillingness to change even for the better. You can interpret this combination of signs as a mechanism for maintaining high self-esteem and protection from negative emotions in situations of the threat of loss of self-esteem. This assumption is confirmed by the fact that almost half of the cluster were respondents over 50 years of age.

Earlier, in [21] was explained that the experiences underlying the "autosympathy" factor are not associated with personal manifestations of the subjects. Thus, in [1] noted clear signs of self-protection in older people who recognize deterioration in the processes of memory, attention, thinking (a lower level of self-esteem), while their attitude to themselves remains the same and even improves. The phenomenon of mismatch of self-esteem and self-attitude is observed at all stages of adulthood from 21 to 74 years when these qualities are definitely shaped.

Interoceptive orientation of the personality is a natural mechanism for maintaining positive self-concept with a decrease in external activity [37]. It can also be internal calmness against the background of objectively high personal, social, and professional achievements when satisfaction of the leading needs makes them subjectively insignificant. It should be recognized that this option of psychological well-being is not very popular in a modern Western society focused on the cult of "success".

As a rule, an individual actively protects self-attitude. In work [6] was suggested the existence of a "protective" mechanism embedded in the multidimensional structure of self-attitude: in case of a deficiency of one of the components, other aspects begin to play a leading (compensating) role. For example, low self-respect is offset by increased autosympathy. According to [8], the main ways to maintain self-worth in adulthood are formed in childhood based on early emotional experience, including a traumatic one. To maintain self-respect, a person chooses areas in which he feels comfortable in the conditions of success or failure: appearance, competition, approval of others, virtue, religious faith, prestige, support of friends or family, romantic relationships, etc. [8, 38]. Thus, Clusters 2 and 3 represent two alternative ways to achieve positive self-esteem, which are traditionally represented in Western and Eastern culture.

In our opinion, Cluster 4 is unstable, temporary. It brought together 7.1% of the respondents, of whom one third are representatives of the age cohort of 39-45 years old (while not a single person is over 60). We believe that this combination of characteristics reflects the transformational processes of self-consciousness that are characteristic of the age crisis of 40 years and other life situations accompanied by a revision of one's life position. A distinctive feature of self-attitude in this state is increased internal honesty, openness towards the self, and a strong desire for self-change changes. An increased level of self-worth paradoxically combines with self-dissatisfaction. A person feels dependent on external circumstances, but at the same time blames himself for his shortcomings and failures. Judging by the data obtained, these inconsistencies give rise to a strong internal tension, which is realized in external and internal activity, which is intended to correspond to one's ideal ideas. The feeling of uncontrollability and negative emotions in one's address is temporary conditions in this case – these are negative stimuli that trigger some ripen life changes. A person makes active...
efforts to return to a comfortable, positive self-concept, in order to reach a state where their “real self” will truly correspond to the desired ideal idea.

The observed decrease in the means of general self-esteem at the stage of transition to late maturity is confirmed by previous studies [29]. It is known that age and life crises are accompanied by a restructuring of self-consciousness and self-concept – this is their essence: a person realizes the meaning of his existence, loses consistent ideas about himself and others, reconsiders the possibility of realizing important values. The transformations taking place at this time affect basic attitudes and beliefs, including about oneself as a “starting point” of one’s life position [37]. According to [39], at 25-29 years, the determining component of a life position is a sense of purposefulness, awareness, and implementation of one’s life plans. After 40 years, the person’s focus on comprehension of his inner world, the desire for self-improvement, in line with a decrease in the sense of control over his own life, significantly increases. Our results confirm these trends.

According to [26], a characteristic feature of age crises of adulthood is a feeling of regret: at earlier stages, it stimulates the person to make useful changes in his life, at later stages, when changes are impossible, it helps to accept himself and his environment as they are. Self-identification of an adult person depends on the social roles that he performs. It should be remembered that in early adulthood, a person first experiences separation from his parents, then focuses on creating a family and raising children, building a professional career (these are the usual, socially expected areas of self-realization and self-fulfillment of a person). In the later stages of adulthood, the self-concept changes again in connection with the separation of one’s children, as well as the need to care for aging parents. All these factors obviously influence the self-centering and reflection of one’s own needs.

The obtained results raise the issue of clarity and stability of self-esteem as a specific personality trait – an important marker of psychological well-being. This problem is being actively discussed [22, 23, 40] but is still far from being resolved.

In this context, Cluster 6 is of theoretical and practical interest. This type of self-attitude is also ambivalent (that is, unstable), although to a lesser extent than the “crisis-transformational” Cluster 4. In this case, the positively reflected self-attitude is combined with reduced self-worth – the individual underestimates his capabilities. He doubts the value of his personality and is estranged from his inner world. This combination provides internal tension, which can be both constructive and destructive. Since this type is predominant among young people under 35 years of age, we believe that such self-attitude reflects a persistent desire for success based on external evaluation criteria, without a sufficient understanding of one’s internal aspirations. The efforts are not aimed at changing oneself, but at social achievements, monitoring and improving life circumstances. Upon reaching the goal, such a type can be transformed into a self-reproaching type (Cluster 2 is closest to it in the clustering tree); in case of failure, it will become a self-reproaching type.

In research [41] author formulates the criteria for the optimal life position of an individual – "an involved focused life", which is based on a neutral-positive attitude towards oneself and the value of the self. However, there is some dissatisfaction with the leading needs of an individual. The author explains that the gap between assessing the real situation and ideas about what is desired is a source of development and growth that makes a person truly happy. It should be remembered that external criteria (academic, social, financial success, attractive appearance, etc.) require a constant confirmation from others, are unreliable as a basis for self-esteem, and therefore are associated with higher costs and vulnerability [42, 43]. Due to these foundations’ instability, a person’s self-esteem fluctuates along with daily successes and failures [34, 38]. Striving for social success not supported by self-worth can lead to internal conflicts.

In contrast to the ambivalent types of self-esteem with embedded development potential, Cluster 5 – the self-reproaching type – is a little dependent on age. It represents the traditional understanding of negative self-attitude as self-dissatisfaction, pronounced inferiority in subjectively significant areas of life, doubts about one’s ability to arouse respect and acceptance of others. The feeling of conflict between the self and self-blame prevail. Unlike other clusters, negative attitudes are not compensated and are not balanced by positive ones. Neutral assessments on the of Confidence, Closedness and Self-management Scales suggest that such a person may look quite prosperous (unlike the crisis type, which tends to depart consciously from the generally accepted notions of “right” and "good"). It is important to understand for practical work that negative
attitudes towards oneself are stable and rigid – a person does not consider himself capable of changes or does not see such an opportunity, he is also not capable of internal dialogue. It is known that the attitude toward self-blame is accompanied by persistent negative effects: anxiety, inner tension, readiness to perceive negative emotions in one’s address, emphasizing difficulties [21]. We called this cluster “sustainable self-alienation”.

It should be noted that such an attitude may be due to negative self-presentation tactics that are beneficial for the individual (but even in this case, there are significant internal prerequisites for such manifestations). A self-presentation strategy is an important psychological resource for overcoming life stress and developmental problems in adulthood [44].

CONCLUSIONS

The data obtained confirmed an increase in self-esteem during the maturity period, but multidirectional structural changes were revealed. A significant increase in self-confidence and self-management is also accompanied by an increase in self-blaming. In general, the attitude towards oneself becomes more emotionally expressive with age, as for both positive and negative components: a mature person reflects more and takes everything to heart that relates to himself. The subjective significance of the various components of self-attitude is especially pronounced in times of crisis. A typological diversity of types of self-esteem was revealed, among which unstable types are especially interesting. The classification, based on the multidimensional structure of self-relationship, combines the idea of its internal and external sources with the phenomenology of self-attitude as positive, negative, or ambivalent. Formulated descriptions of types are useful in practical work. It is important to understand that high self-esteem can be combined with psychological distress, and among cases of low self-esteem, there are often potential opportunities for personal growth and development.

The obtained results lay the foundation for further theoretical and practical research, where the mechanisms of protecting self-esteem and its destabilization in experiencing age crises are of particular interest.
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